IF NOT US, WHO? IF NOT NOW, WHEN?
(Hillel the Elder, Pirkei Avot treatise, 110BC – 10BC)
Alberta always has been, is and will continue to be populated by the youngest, smartest and most highly motivated and proven people on the planet who, time and time again 'get shit done' for themselves, their families, their communities and their businesses.

It has been Alberta's hallmark backbone characteristic as a province in Confederation since 1905. Alberta stands out, together with Saskatchewan, as a GSD powerhouse.

And we Albertans politely and quietly tend to think of ourselves as good (as in 'smart, motivated, competent') but just not quite as good as others may be, globally. UTTER CRAP. We are the very, very best, smartest, most highly motivated and competent people on the planet.

Albertans are being held back, hamstrung and hobbled by:

- a Confederation that has been and is shut down because it is broken.
- a Canadian Constitution that is a constipated mess.
- a Federal Government that unconstitutionally, for the past eighty years, still has executive power concentrated in the PMO due to a Mackenzie King Order in Council in 1940 that ‘temporarily’ took the authority of the Privy Council away from the Governor General, combined it with the PMO and gave ultimate authority to the Prime Minister.
- the ‘Laurentian Elite’ in Toronto.
- a lot more.

Alberta clearly always has been, is and will remain an underfoot colony of Toronto and an annual multi-billion-dollar funder of Quebec through Equalization payments, period. Smart and capable Alberta-based elected leaders (Peter Lougheed, Ralph Klein and Stephen Harper) have tried, and failed, to get a better deal in Confederation in Ottawa for Alberta.

Alberta must stop doing what isn’t working.

We have a new Alberta Government, seriously distracted by managing explosive debt and deficits racked up by the previous NDP and Conservative Governments, trying, through the Fair Deal Panel and proposals, to use their legislative power to get Alberta on a more autonomous footing. While admirable and directionally good for Alberta, this is too little, too late if Alberta...
admirable and directionally good for Alberta, this is too little, too late if Alberta is to finally push back hard and quickly on Confederation and on the Federal Government to get a new deal for Alberta before the next Federal Election, if not provincial election.

Albertans, the owners of the Province of Alberta (the Government is NOT the owner; it is a tenant, living in overcrowded conditions), have got to catalyze a meaningful referendum on 'Alberta Autonomy' within this calendar year in order to demand the Alberta Government to get one hell of a lot tougher, more urgent and deadline driven while the Feds are in a minority government, and before any probable election.

Action Alberta is engaged with a number of other citizen-lead volunteer organizations focused on common sense and getting the gift of Alberta to the world out ahead of the Canadian Government. Alberta would prefer ‘to Lead, not Leave’ but our stance in Confederation is completely unworkable.

A referendum on any form of 'Alberta Autonomy' has a high chance of failure unless Albertans are more educated and informed on all issues. No one is going to do that other than the Fair Deal Panel plus volunteer based, donor funded citizen groups that have learned a great deal about how badly Alberta has been crippled since 2015 when the Federal Liberals and Alberta NDP were elected. Groups like Alberta Proud, Buffalo Project, Modern Miracle Network, Canadians for Democracy and Prosperity, We R Conservative, Action Alberta, and others.


(By Ken F. Wilson – Action Alberta)

OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION

1. From a Reader: There is no place for western Canadians in a Quebec francophone Laurentian Liberal Canada run by Justin Trudeau’s regime, or PM in waiting Mark Carney or any other federal Canadian goverment as under the current system, Canada belongs to Quebec. Jason Kenney has to either resign
or accept that neither Ottawa or Quebec will ever agree to a so called "fair deal" for Albertans as too much power and money is at stake. It is time to first opt out of the CPP, bring those billions of pension dollars back to Alberta under Alberta management, and then move on to a vote on a declaration of independence so Albertans can get back to making and determining their own bright futures.

2. From a Reader: It seems like the United Nations has taken a page out of the Canada Quebec play book. Using government policies and legislation to force change and to steer economic resources toward a specific direction. In Canada it is federal politicians and central Canadian elites who push an agenda that puts Quebec at an advantage over all other provinces. Quebec gets the lion share of transfer payments, federal government program spending, and just about all other funding. Mark Carney will do well to further the destruction of the financial world as he is part of the central Canadian elites who only see and pursue narrow minded agendas.

3. From a Reader: It is quite obvious, having read the article about Mark Carney becoming Liberal leader and screwing Alberta, that the globalists have given up on trying to control things from their American stronghold, as that stronghold is now on the verge of folding pending the 2020 election, which they will lose. It is also quite obvious that they have either bought Mark Carney or, as I suspect, owned him all along. Now they plan on filtering him back into Canada, and to create a globalist stronghold here. Justin Serpico was just a fill-in. HIlary Clinton was supposed to win in 2016, and then she and Turdeau were going to feed North America into the globalist vortex. But she lost, and not only that, to a globalist hater, and things changed. As America started the promised swamp draining, Turdeau became a stopgap measure till a truly influential globalist could be brought in to continue the vortex feeding. That is Mark Carney. we can only hope that the promised swamp drainage in the US will be complete and all-encompassing, for it is only then that our dependence on the petrodollar will go away, and so will the globalist influence.

4. From a Reader: I’ve just spent several hours reviewing the panic-inducing speeches given by Greta Thunberg. She does a fine job delivering a speech written for her but not by her. Anxiety causing words such as “mass extinction”, “betrayal” “climate crisis”, “people will change”, “keep the carbon in the ground”, and on it goes. Fear-mongering, hysteria, irrationality – you name it! One recurring theme is that fossil fuels/carbon should be kept in the
ground and immediately! Guess what? When I arose Thursday morning in Calgary, the ambient temperature was -29C with a wind-chill of -41C. The Canadian prairies have been experiencing this chill for a week. If we were to follow Greta and the other misguided Climate Change Crusaders by leaving fossil fuels in the ground immediately, there would be mass extinction in Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba. Millions of people would die in a very short time. And there would be mass extinction in many other winter areas of the world. The message being spewed by Greta and others is irresponsible – PERIOD! These people have no viable, reliable, safe, and inexpensive alternatives for energy. Does anyone believe an electric car would function in this climate? Bollocks!! SHOW ME!!! Climate Change Crusaders – get a dose of reality, please. Give us a realistic energy alternative. At this point in time, you’ve given us nothing but hot air (global warming). And quit scaring the hell out of young children with your malarkey! Shame on you!

5. From a Reader: Canada is fast becoming a broken state. Where unions and eco-protesters call the shots, blocking pipelines and killing private businesses, where the RCMP sits idly by or terminates investigations, and the MSM takes its orders from Skippy and Unifor.

ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING

In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.

1. AUTONOMY AND SEPARATISM TAKE SPOTLIGHT AT VALUE OF ALBERTA CONFERENCE Click here

2. CONRAD BLACK BLAMES CLIMATE ACTION FOR ALBERTA’S TROUBLES: Click here

3. RICK BELL: SEPARATIST TALK IN CALGARY AND IT’S NOWHERE NEAR NUTS! Click here

4. VALUE OF ALBERTA CONFERENCE SHOWS ALBERTANS ARE SERIOUS ABOUT SEPARATION Click here

5. GLOBAL NEWS: YOU ARE THE VICTIMS BUT WE ARE ALL LOSERS! Click here
ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE

We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current Federal government!

Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair, inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.

Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!

Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C.
Calgary, Alberta
biverach@mac.com

Ken Wilson
Calgary, Alberta
kenfwilson@icloud.com

Rick Shannon
Calgary, Alberta

Neil Bowker
Edmonton, Alberta

If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating "Subscribe".

If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating "Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!

If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and
equalization/transfer payment crisis.

NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Action Alberta activities.